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Management’s Report
Our Country, Economy and Community
St. Maarten held general elections in September 2016
and this resulted in a coalition government between the
National Alliance, Democratic Party and the United St.
Maarten Party, with Mr. William Marlin being the Prime Minister.

Our Bank
Financial Highlights
These combined highlights are for the Windward Islands
Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands Bank International
N.V. (together “WIB”).

Balance Sheet:
The Central Bank of Curaçao and St. Maarten concluded WIB’s total assets increased by 8% moving from NAF 1.198
that the St. Maarten’s economy experienced very restrict- billion to NAF 1.296 billion, underscoring the strength of the
ed growth of only 0.1% during 2016. This represented a Bank. The main reasons for this growth were the increased
retreat in economic growth when compared with 2015, customer deposits and loan & advances to clients. Total
when the economy grew by 0.4%. In the meantime, infla- net loans and advances were NAF 571 million as at fiscal
tion declined by 0.2% as a result of lower oil prices on year-end, increasing by 4% during the year.
the international market. The slight growth in GDP above The low interest rate environment remained in 2016. Howwas fuelled by private demand and investments, as large ever, our deposit portfolio grew by NAF 84 million, which
projects in Cupecoy and Maho were carried out during represented an increase of 8%. Total customer deposits
the year. There was also growth in the manufacturing and now stand at NAF 1.171 billion. We continue to apply a
utilities sectors. Areas of the economy which recorded de- policy to provide prudent interest compensation on time
cline were tourism, as St. Maarten lost cruise lines to com- deposits and on saving accounts.
peting islands, transportation, communication and real
estate. The government also recorded lower revenue from Income Statement:
turnover and wage & salaries taxes. Public debt, which Total operating income of NAF 64.9 million increased by
now stands at NAF 683 million, declined by NAF 10 mil- 2.2% when compared with the previous fiscal year 2015,
lion or 1.4% when compared to the previous year. Saba with most income categories recording increases. Net inand St. Eustatius continue to experience challenges within come after taxes of NAF 14.1 million was up by 9.2% or
their economies. While inflation on St. Eustatius declined by NAF 1.2 million.
0.1% during the year, this was not the case in Saba where
The Future
inflation rose by 0.1%.
The Central Bank of Curaçao and St. Maarten advised
WIB continued its commitment to give back to the com- that the outlook for St. Maarten in 2017 is positive, with the
munities in which it operates and during 2016 made do- economy expected to expand by 0.5%. This growth will
nations and sponsorships totalling approximately NAF be driven primarily by private demand, as public sector
160,000. We were also pleased with our continuation as spending and investments are expected to decline. Tourone of the main sponsors of the annual Heineken Regat- ism is projected to rebound as well, but the expansion in
ta and Golden Rock Regatta of St. Eustatius, which bring the economy will also bring higher inflation. The US econseveral tourists to St. Maarten & St. Eustatius yearly, thereby omy continues to show growth and this should augur the
many US tourists who visit our shores.
contributing to the economies of these islands.
Throughout 2017, we will continue in our efforts to be more
efficient and introduce new systems and products. We ex-
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pect our Employee Development Plan imitative started in
2016 to be further developed and implemented in 2017.
We also expect to complete renovations of our St. Eustatius branch as well as a new retail banking centre at Bush
Road, as we seek to keep pace with our growing customer
base and ensure that they do their banking business in a
friendly, comfortable and secured environment.

formance in the coming fiscal year.
We thank our clients, staff, shareholders and the Management of the Maduro & Curiel’s Bank Group for placing their
confidence in us. Together we can face all challenges
ahead.

Derek A. Downes
In summary, 2016 was another challenging and good General Managing Director
year for the Bank. We look forward to an even better per- April 26, 2017

Explanatory notes to the condensed combined financial highlights as
at December 31, 2016
A.

Accounting policies

1. General

3. Basis of combination

The principal accounting policies adopted in the
preparation of the combined financial statements of The
Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands
Bank International N.V. (together the “Bank”) are set out
below. These explanatory notes are an extract of the
detailed notes included in the financial statements and
are consistent in all material respects with those from which
they have been derived.

The following entities have been combined as of
December 31, 2016.
- The Windward Islands Bank Ltd.
- The Windward Islands Bank International N.V.

4. Investment securities

The Bank classifies its investment securities as held-tomaturity. Investment securities with fixed maturities where
management has both the intent and ability to hold to
maturity are classified as held-to-maturity. Held-to-maturity
2. Basis of preparation
securities are initially recognized at cost and subsequently
The financial statements, from which the combined
financial highlights have been derived, are prepared in carried at amortized cost, using the effective interest
method.
accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”).

5. Loans and advances to customers
The figures presented in these highlights are stated in Loans and advances are carried at amortized cost, less
thousands of Antillean Guilders (“NAF”) and are rounded an allowance for loan impairment. An allowance for loan
to the nearest thousand.
impairment is established if there is objective evidence
that the Bank will not be able to collect all amounts due
The policies used have been consistently applied by the according to the original contractual loan terms.
Bank and are consistent, in all material respects, with those
used in the previous year.
For financial statement presentation purposes certain
2015 balances have been adjusted.
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Combined balance sheet of The Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands Bank International N.V. as at December 31, 2016
(All amounts are expressed in thousands of Antillean Guilders)

2016

2015

149,734
498,012
32,306
570,620
29,516
425
15,201

157,753
431,032
21,255
547,483
30,578
439
9,189

Total assets
LIABILITIES
Customers’ deposits
Due to banks
Due to affiliates
Accrued interest payable
Profit tax payable
Deferred tax liability
Provisions
Other Liabilities

1,295,814

1,197,729

1,170,813
5,796
546
2,147
4,726
10,352
11,532
13,688

1,087,226
2,147
610
2,056
2,352
10,693
12,884
13,733

Total liabilities
EQUITY
Issued capital
Other reserves
Retained earnings

1,219,600

1,131,701

8,870
24,679
42,665

8,870
24,679
32,479

76,214

66,028

1,295,814

1,197,729

ASSETS
Cash and due from banks
Due from affiliates
Investment securities
Loans & advances to customers
Bank premises and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Other assets

Total equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Combined income statement of The Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands
Bank International N.V. for the year ended December 31, 2016
(All amounts are expressed in thousands of Antillean Guilders)

2016

2015

Interest income

41,702

40,945

Interest expense

1,646

1,558

Net interest income

40,056

39,387

Fee and commission income

31,444

31,041

Fee and commission expenses

14,423

15,104

Net fee and commission income

17,021

15,937

7,870

8,204

Operating income

64,947

63,528

Salaries & other employee expenses

24,685

24,863

Net impairment on loans & advances

2,592

3,307

Other operating expenses

19,284

18,548

Operating expenses

46,561

46,718

Net result before tax
Profit tax

18,386
4,278

16,810
3,893

NET RESULT AFTER TAX

14,108

12,917

Income from foreign exchange transactions
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B.

Specification of Accounts

(All amounts are expressed in thousands of Antillean Guilders)

2016

I ASSETS

2015

Investment securities		
Held-to-Maturity
32,306
Financial assets at fair value
-

21,255
-

Total investment securities

21,255

32,306

Loans and advances to customers
Retail customers
Corporate customers
Public sector
Other

254,838
309,963
9,215
5,174

244,824
299,061
5,608
6,830

Less: allowance for loan impairment

579,190
(8,570)

556,323
(8,840)

Net loans and advances to customers

570,620

547,483

461,297
415,560
293,956

431,142
458,706
197,378

1,170,813

1,087,226

Gross loans & advances to customers

II LIABILITIES
Customers’ deposits
Retail customers
Corporate customers
Other
TOTAL CUSTOMERS’ DEPOSITS

Combined financial highlights
The combined financial highlights do not contain all the
disclosures required by International Financial Reporting
Standards. Reading the combined financial highlights,
and our report thereon, therefore, is not a substitute for
reading the audited financial statements of the Banks.
The audited financial statements and our report thereon
We expressed unmodified audit opinions on the financial
statements of the Banks in our reports dated March 29,
2017.
Management’s Responsibility for the combined
financial highlights
Management is responsible for the preparation of the
combined financial highlights derived from the audited
financial statements of the Banks in accordance with the
Provisions for the Disclosure of Combined Financial Highlights of Domestic Banking Institutions, issued by the CBCS.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the
combined financial highlights are consistent, in all mateIndependent auditor’s report on
rial respects, with the audited financial statements of The
the combined financial highlights Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands
Bank International N.V. based on our procedures, which
To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of
were conducted in accordance with International StanThe Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward dard on Auditing (ISA) 810 (Revised), “Engagements to
Islands Bank International N.V.
Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

Opinion
The combined financial highlights, which comprise the combined balance sheet as at December 31, 2016, the combined income statement for the year then ended, and related notes, are derived from the audited financial statements
of The Windward Islands Bank Ltd. and The Windward Islands Bank International N.V. (together the “Banks”) for the
year ended December 31, 2016.
In our opinion, the accompanying combined financial highlights are consistent, in all material respects, with the audited
financial statements of the Banks, in accordance with the
Provisions for the Disclosure of Combined Financial Highlights of Domestic Banking Institutions, issued by the Central
Bank of Curaçao and St. Maarten (“CBCS”).
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Other information
Management is responsible for the preparation of the
other information, which comprises the Management’s
Report. We have read the Management’s Report and,
in doing so, considered whether the report is materially
inconsistent with the audited financial statements, as required by article 121 sub 3 Book 2 of the Civil Code of
St. Maarten. We have nothing to report in this regard.
St. Maarten,
April 26, 2017
KPMG Accountants B.V.
R.J. Liedenbaum RA
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ST. MAARTEN LEADS
THE CRUISE DESTINATIONS
harbor was declared a duty-free port by the Dutch and
French authorities, meaning that all import and export taxes were rescinded. Ironically, the foundation for recovery
occurred during World War II. To be able to counter the
threat of attacks of German submarines in the Caribbean
Sea, the American army helped to build runways on various
islands in the Caribbean; in 1942,
a military airstrip
was built on St.
Maarten. Soon
after, in 1943,
it was converted into a civilian airport and one year later, when Dutch
crown princess Juliana landed there, it was named after
her: Princess Juliana International Airport (PJIA). Immediately
after the war ended, the commercial aircraft arrived, and
in them, loads of tourists.
The Dutch were the first in the 1950’s to acknowledge the
new opportunities lying ahead
and shortly after,
St.
Maarten’s
tourist industry
came to life. It
was the Dutch side that put the island on the map as a major player in the Caribbean tourism landscape. The French
followed suit after they opened their own Aéroport de
Grand Case or L’Espérance Airport in 1972. Compared
to PJIA, it still has limited capacity, and is more for smaller
aircraft, with its goals including growing general aviation
with more and more private planes. PJIA remained the main
airport for the two parts of the island, receiving the bigger
aircraft from Europe (also from France), North America and
TWO AIRPORTS
Under Dutch rule, St. Maarten managed to develop into South America, but also functioning as a hub for the local
an important trading center for salt, cotton and tobacco, airlines Inselair (to the ABC islands) and Winair (to Saba,
and later also for slaves. The island prospered, but when Statia and other islands in the vicinity).
the plantations gradually closed after abolition of slav- Because of increasing demand, the airport facilities at PJIA
ery in 1861, the island sank into an economic depression had to be upgraded in 1985 and again in 2001. After
that lasted more or less till 1939. In that year, St. Maarten’s having already been extended twice, the runway was then

St. Maarten is the biggest of the three Windward Islands, in
spite of the fact that it shares the territory with the French to
the north side of the island, called Saint Martin. The Dutch
side has an area of just 13 square miles, while the French
side is a little larger, 20 square miles. The foundation for this
peaceful co-existence was laid at the top of the mountain
Concordia, where in 1648 these two colonizing powers at
that time signed the Treaty of Concordia.
The Dutch may still lament the way they lost the bet with
the French. Folklore has it that the French and the Dutch
decided that a contest would determine the division of
the island between them. While the Dutch followed the
coastline south, the French went to the north. Wherever
they would meet, was where they would draw the dividing
line from Oyster pond. The French took off with wine, which
they were used to, while the Dutch had gin to drink during
the journey. The ill effects of the gin forced the Dutch to
make a stop to sleep off
their hangover. This is what
caused them to fall behind. Of course, this story has to be taken with a
pinch of St. Maarten salt. In
the years after the signing
of the Treaty of Concordia, discussions went on
and the border changed
many times until the current
boundaries were officially
marked with the signing of
the Treaty of Paris in 1815.
They have lived peacefully
together on that rather limited territory ever since.
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widened and strengthened, in accordance to a Master
MOST LOVED CRUISE PORT
Plan commissioned in 1997, with a 60 meter overrun to
The Great Bay harbor has equally played an important
comply with ICAO rules, as well as with additional facilities
role in the rapid economic development of St. Maarten
for handling more airplanes, cargo and passengers. The
since the 1960’s. It not only became an important carnew terminal was inaugurated in 2006.
go hub for the surrounding smaller islands, but it is also an
important stop for the world’s biggest cruise liners. In the
past, these vessels had to anchor outside and use water
taxis to shuttle passengers to shore. In 1964, the first A.C.
Wathey deep-water pier was put into use, which was the
beginning of a new era in tourism. This pier was seriously
damaged by hurricane Luis in 1995. This turned out to be
a blessing in disguise, so to speak, because the totally
new and much bigger A.C. Wathey Cruise & Cargo Facilities came to replace it, providing totally new facilities
SPECTACULAR APPROACH
to handle passengers and freight. It also resulted in new
AND DEPARTURE
opportunities for the island as a regional center and slowly
it became a popular boarding port for the largest cruise
ships. As a result, St. Maarten became the home port of
some of these cruise ships.
The new facility can handle up to six of these huge, modern cruise ships at the same time at Great Bay Port and together these ‘floating mega hotels’ produce an impressive
view. Their passengers can walk over the long pier right
into the cozy alleys of duty-free Philipsburg. No wonder St.
Maarten has experienced a dramatic increase of cruise
passengers — by 7.2% per year since 1990. It now can rely
There are some special notes to be made in relation to
on receiving about 2 million cruise passengers annually, on
the runway of PJIA. It is best known for its very low fly-over
average, and last year its harbor was recognized as the
landing approach over sea, touching ground frightenmost favored cruise harbor of the Caribbean for the secing close to the famous Maho Beach. Plane-spotters are
ond year in a row. In addition to cruise ships, St. Maarten’s
thrilled with the sight of low flying 747’s and other huge
harbor has become a popular stop for the most luxurious
aircraft, providing spectacular videos which are often
sailing and motor yachts of the rich and the famous of this
shared on social media. The departure of airplanes is just
part of world.
as spectacular, and not only for the powerful sandblast
created over Maho Beach every time big airplanes start
their engines for take-off. To meet international regulations,
a 150 meter safety extension was required to be put in
place to avoid incidents. The departure from the runway
requires the special attention of captains and pilots, with
a quick turn after take-off to avoid the mountains looming
ahead. Yet, despite these so-called difficulties, there are
no records of major incidents at the airport. The fact that
the airport handles over 1 million passengers a year and
INCENTIVE PACKAGES
functions as a hub for travel to the smaller surrounding isIn 1947, the first hotel, the Sea View Hotel, in the so-prolands speaks for itself.
moted ‘Friendly Island’ received its first guests. This was
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a guesthouse with just five rooms. The second hotel was
the Passangrahan Royal Inn with three rooms. In 1955, a
Dutch group constructed the Little Bay Beach Hotel with
24 rooms. These were the very early days of tourism in St.
Maarten.
In the 1950’s and 1960’s, hotels began to spring up mostly on the Dutch side of the island. Nearby Puerto Rico had
already experienced a blossoming tourism industry and
from there, it was a short trip to other islands of the eastern
Caribbean, including St. Maarten. St. Maarten proved to
be a quick learner. In sync with the steadily improved airport and harbor facilities, the flow of visitors to the island
increased rapidly, and with it grew the interest for more
and better lodging facilities. Today, the Dutch side alone
has well over 3,000
hotel rooms. In fact,
there is an establishment for every
taste, many of which
are among the very
best in their class, and the options are varied throughout
the island. St. Maarten is currently the home of countless
resorts perfect for incentive packages. Some properties
offer state-of-the-art meeting facilities. Yet, it was not until
July 1991 that the St. Maarten Hotel & Tourism Association was founded as a non-political non-profit organization, working closely with the St. Maarten Tourist Office as
a governmental entity, to guide the development of the
tourist industry.

Cruise tourism and resort/stay-over tourism are steadily
growing. The friendly, always sunny island of St. Maarten/
Saint Martin attracts many tourists. As of the 1980’s,
St. Maarten has become a tourist vacation spot to be
well reckoned with within the Caribbean setting. Tourism
and tourism related activities are by far the main source
of income for the island, translated into the main source
of revenue for the government and the population. Despite some local (occasional hurricanes) and international
setbacks (9/11, financial recession, rising oil prices, etc.),
the combination of the Dutch and French sides of island
managed to remain one of the most coveted tourist destinations, unparalleled in the Caribbean.

STATIA TOURISM DEVELOPS ON THE
ECHOES OF THE PAST

The legacy of St. Eustatius as being the ‘Golden Rock’ lingers on. It reflects the days when the island enjoyed prosperous trading and had an impressive group of wealthy
people living on the island.
Nowadays, one can hardly imagine it, but for many years
in the 18th century, Statia was one of the busiest ports
POPULATION EXPLOSION
in the hemisphere. As a spot in the hands of the Dutch, it
The development toward the booming economy of
St. Maarten is also evident by the explosion of its pop- benefitted from trade to and from both the British and the
ulation in just a few decades, many of whom came from French during their wars. There was a time that the island
overseas. In the early 1930’s, the population diminished to had about 20,000 residents on an islet of merely 11.8
about 2,000 souls because of the difficult socio-econom- square miles. Thousands of ships anchored year after year
ic circumstances; now the governments of the Dutch and on the roadstead of the capital Oranjestad to load or
the French side look after a population of about 90,000 unload. There were hundreds of warehouses packed with
goods on the bay’s shore. It was a busy port where both
on just over 33 square miles of land.
legal and illegal trade took place.
For a period in time, Statia was the only link between Europe and the American colonies, and even with Africa,
turning the island into the ‘Golden Rock of the Caribbean’.
As a matter of fact, Statia also traded with slaves and was
the major supplier of arms and ammunition to the rebellious
British colonists in North America. Most of the arms and
supplies for General Washington’s fight against the British
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came to North America through St. Eustatius.
As such, the island in the eastern Caribbean became a
subject of conflict among the most powerful seafaring
nations. This came to a climax when, on November 16,
1776, the American naval ship USS Andrew Doria visited
the island and on arrival, fired a 13-gun salute. Although
the Dutch colony should have taken a neutral stand, on
instruction of the Dutch commander Johannes de Graaff,
the cannons at Fort Oranje in reply roared an 11-gun salute. This enraged the British. Yet it was not until February
3, 1781, that the English admiral George Bridges Rodney
took revenge. He and General John Vaughan appeared
with a squadron of 15 ships with 3,000 soldiers on board
from the West Indian Fleet at the Oranje Bay of Oranjestad. In a letter, he forced Governor De Graaff to surrender
what he denominated as the ‘nest of vipers’.

AIR CONNECTION

OUT OF ISOLATION

The St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation’s vision
is to promote the island as a tranquil, captivating, very
special destination. Their goal is for visitors of the Golden
Rock spread the word that a visit is a once in a lifetime
experience. The foundation launched the Home Stay Statia program, which is a community-based project offering
interaction opportunities with the friendly local people.
Statia’s attraction lies also in its peaceful and serene atmosphere.
Since St. Eustatius has always been recognized for its nature and marine life as precious assets, Statia is ideal for
ecotourism. Due to the minimal diving pressure, the seas
around Statia are considered amongst the most pristine.

From that time on, the fairy tale was over. All merchants were
banished. The days were gone that Statia could benefit
from an extraordinary position in a triangle trade balance
between the super powers of the time. Instead it went into
isolation from which it would be difficult to recover. In fact,
the isolation lasted until around the early 1960’s, at which
time the island started to really get moving again.
The reciprocity of gun salutes back then is still considered
the first official recognition by a foreign nation of the ‘Stars
& Stripes’ of the then newly established United States of
America. As recognition, while remaining on board of a
US naval vessel in the port of Statia in 1939, US President Roosevelt presented the inhabitants of Statia with
a commemorative plaque on the flagpole of the island’s
Fort Oranje. He underscored the importance of the ‘First
Salute’ of 1776: “Here the sovereignty of the United States
of America was first formally acknowledged to a national
vessel by a foreign official”. Out of respect in 1971, the
newly built airstrip was named F.D. Roosevelt Airport. The
airport was so named also for his ancestors, who lived on
the island in the 18th century.

Thanks to the airport and the improvement of the pier and
facilities in the harbor, Statia gradually got out of a longtime, relative isolation and opened the door to international tourists. The airline Winair operates daily flights from
St. Maarten. Through this service, passengers can make
connections in St. Maarten with regional and international
carriers, like Caribbean Airlines, LIAT, KLM, American Airlines,
Continental Airlines, US Airways and Air France.
To support the increase in tourism, several modern hotels
were built, like the Old Gin House in former warehouses,
Harbor View apartments, Golden Era Hotel, Country Inn,
Statia Lodge, Cherry Tree House, and others.

ECOTOURISM

To accommodate scuba divers, the local marine park
placed around 35 buoyed dive sites for a variety of
boats. The dive sites range from coral reefs, drop-offs and
canyons to historical and recent wrecks. The St. Eustatius
National Parks Foundation (Stenapa) manages the na-
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tional parks, which includes The Quill, a dormant volcano with its mere 13 square kilometers and the smallest of the
harboring a tropical rainforest, and the Boven Subsector, Dutch municipalities with little more than 2,000 residents,
a perfectly formed extinct volcano 2000 feet high on the the 2,910 feet high Mount Scenery, often caressing the
clouds, is the highest point within the Dutch Kingdom.
Recognized as a forbidding and steep natural fortress,
Saba became a private sanctuary for the families of Caribbean smugglers and pirates. In 1640, the Dutch, who
also at the time had a reputation as pirates, took the
island for the West India Company. The island switched
hands on several occasions in history, but as of 1816, it
has remained Dutch. Many of its inhabitants of Dutch, English, Scottish, Irish and African (through slavery) descent
became sailors and fishermen, often staying away for long
periods. The island became known as the ‘The Island of
Women’. These women became rather independent by
north end of the island. The Quill offers unique flora and necessity, producing their own shoes, socks, belts, gloves
and straw hats to make a living. In addition, they also profauna, which make its several hiking trails very attractive.
duced what has become Saban lacework, which is still
made and sold at several locations today.
HISTORICAL SITES
Merit must go to the founding members of the St. Eustatius
Historical Foundation who, as of 1974, had a vision to MAN-MADE ROADS
develop the island into an island-wide, world-class museum, recognized as the ‘Historical Gem of the Caribbean’.
Since its inception, the foundation has managed to restore, renovate and consequently also promote many of
the historical sites of the island, which makes it even more
interesting for foreigners to visit.
As the original Indians acknowledged centuries ago, the
only option of traveling to Saba was by boat. Due to the
SABA, FROM PIRATE’S
sea conditions, like the surf, it was a constant challenge
NEST TO UNSPOILED QUEEN
to land people and supplies safe and dry on shore. Only
small boats could come up to the rocky shore, like at
southern Ladder Bay. The island’s accessibility over sea
was greatly improved when finally, in 1972, the stronger
and bigger Leo Chance pier was completed at the only
port, Fort Bay, which is also located on the south side of the
island. The larger of the two piers is used for cargo boats,
bigger vessels and dive boats, while fishermen mostly use
the smaller pier. Yet, it also serves as a dike, sheltering the
On one of his voyages through the Caribbean at the fishing boats and swimmers.
end of the 15th century, Christopher Columbus did not Because of its steep trails, transportation of people and
even bother to try to set foot on Saba due to its perilous goods between the bays and the settlements, like the
rocky volcanic shores. The island consists largely of the capital The Bottom, Windward Side, Zion’s Hill (formerly
potentially active Mount Scenery volcano, which for over Hell’s Gate) and St. John’s, was always an issue. In those
5,000 years has been dormant, majestically rising up from early days, everything on the island had to be transported
the Caribbean Sea. Although the tiniest of the six islands on foot or by donkey. While experts said that it was impos-
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sible to build roads on Saba, the autodidact civil engineer son-of-the-soil Joseph ‘Lambee’ Hassell, with the help
of fellow Sabans, managed to complete a road in stages
between 1943 and 1958. The first stage was ready in
1947, and that same year a jeep was the first car to drive
around on the island. The Jeep was brought by boat and
taken to shore on a risky expedition, on planks attached
to two sloops secured to each other in rough seas. Yet,
thanks to pure will and manpower, the job was successfully
completed.

the number of visitors to the island. Day trips to Saba are
promoted to tourists vacationing in St. Maarten. This gradually created a growing demand for lodging facilities for
stay-over tourists. At first, there were three small hotels and
one guesthouse, but now there are a variety of accommodations to choose from.

BIO PARK

The Saba Tourist Bureau claims the island’s scenery, scale
and ambience are different from any other Caribbean island. Based on fieldwork research, Saba is loved for its
unspoiled wilderness – therefore the island’s most known
LANDING EXPERIENCE
nick-name is ‘The Unspoiled Queen’, with its natural environment, slow pace of life and peace and tranquility. It is a
rather private and intimate hideaway thanks to a small but
friendly population and relatively few tourists. In addition,
Saba has moved from promoting only diving and hiking
as tourist activities to enhancing and broadening other
unique experiences the island has to offer. For example,
The final stage of the road construction was the part end- its new flagship is Bio Park, a project to showcase Saba’s
ing at Flat Point, where later the airport was constructed, rainforest, plants, birdlife and marine life.
which is a story in itself. Considering that the last part of
the road had to be literally built by hand, construction of
a landing strip on Saba was thought of as wishful thinking.
However, the determination of the Saban people cannot
be underestimated. Joining together, they cleared Flat
Point, which was one of the scarce flat areas. In 1959, the
first airplane piloted by captain Remy de Haenen from St.
Barths landed safely there. He was greeted by a majority A basic principle of Saba’s tourism policy is to reach a
of local residents amidst a cloud of dust. Yet this marked a harmonious development. The island’s tourism must be
monumental change in the quality of life of the people in grounded in the reality of what the island and particularly
Saba. It led to the construction of the Juancho E. Yrausquin its population is able to support and it must be unique for
Airport, named after an Aruban minister and inaugurated what the island is offering. Tourism must first and foremost
on September 18, 1963. The airline Winair stationed in serve the local community, creating jobs for its people and
St. Maarten immediately started regular services to Saba. being a driving force of the economy, while at the same
To this day, a flight to Saba remains an experience. The time protecting natural and the man-made patrimony.
airstrip is just 400 meters long and reputed as the shortest Growth is only allowed within the island’s carrying capacity,
commercial airstrip in the world. Landing on Saba’s airport both on land and at sea. In short, Saba now is no longer
remains a work of art, as does the departure, and only isolated, but still equally loyal to its tradition of cautiously
small aircraft can land and take off. The memories of these going forward.
landings will remain
forever with those
who experienced
them. The completion of the airport
helped to increase
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